
Data-as-a-service

Data has become one of the most important item on the agenda of most stakeholders within financial institutions. Data 

is the glue that powers all business services and workflows, and as such is at the core of any transformation initiative.
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There is no one-fits-all solution when it comes to data and data related transformation. However, best practice is 

required in order to efficiently engage in long-lasting, large-scale data related transformation projects.

What our clients tell us – key pain points Data at the core of today’s business agenda

Our convictions Our expertise

Our comprehensive view, from organisational issues, to quant and 

technical topics, all the way to execution and delivery, allows us to 

add significant value to internal teams



Data-as-a-service

With all the above in mind, CH&Co. has designed a complete framework to steer and execute data transformation. This encompasses all our 

return on experience to date. It is built around 3 key pillars: Data governance, Data framework and Execution strategy.

▪ On-demand senior Advisory: market practitioners with deep return on experience, immediate and bespoke, billing by the hour/workshops

▪ Management Consulting: deep subject matter expertise in financial services, excellence in project execution, content with high added value and 

benchmarking capacity, fixed pricing

▪ Augmented Consulting: End-to-end delivery - Detect, Design, develop and deploy propositions, co-creation, fixed pricing

▪ Staff Augmentation: expert profiles, quality assurance, adaptable billing by time spend
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Banks usually have in place elements of:

• Clear governance with strong accountability and standards

• Multi disciplinary teams combining Tech & Business skills

• Transversal and industrialized use across the bank (cross-business lines 

& cross-regions)

However, as the number of impacted disciplines grows (Data Lifecycle 

Management & Records management, Data Quality & Remediation, Master 

Data Management, External data, Global Privacy & Data sharing…), having 

common principles & standards, dependencies management and coherent 

risk reduction strategy requires specific attention and execution expertise.

People

Mindset

Technology

Data 

Governance

Data Framework

Built once and distributed 

globally, community enhanced 

and business usable by design.

The building blocks of the 

unified Data Framework 

(repositories, semantic services, 

common tools and services), 

leverage on the key 

orchestration component, that 

promotes inter-operability and 

re-usability.

Execution 

Strategy

Once the core of the framework 

is built modules can be build at 

pace and re-used for many use-

cases.

Priority roadmap is designed 

using a two-pronged approach 

to business demand 

prioritization, that delivers 

accelerating momentum

How we can help

Strategy fine-tuning

• Define approach to balance the 

strategic objectives of the CDO

• Include the 4-pillar execution 

framework in the execution 

strategy

Global demand prioritization

• Consolidation of business demand 

(use cases) globally

• Evaluation of business benefits of 

each use case

• Prioritisation of use cases and 

modules based on re-usability and 

business benefit

Organisation efficiency

• Facilitate alignment across 

geographies, data organisation and 

technology

• Foster execution efficiency in low 

cost centres

• Ensure sustainability of the 

execution framework

End to end use case

• Use case execution (front to back 

experience)

Engagement models


